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Abstract

Objective: The pathophysiology of chronic pain is complex, with most of our

knowledge being derived from preclinical studies. The search for biomarkers

mirroring the pathophysiology of chronic pain is ongoing, and there is an

increasing interest in saliva as a diagnostic tool. Given what is known about

salivary substance P and salivary gland innervation, we hypothesized that salivary

substance P and/or beta-endorphin might reflect the basal activity of these

neuropeptides in the central nervous system, thereby perhaps mirroring a general

propensity to chronic pain. Based on this overall hypothesis, our aim was to

compare salivary levels of these neuropeptides in chronic neuropathic pain patients

with healthy controls. An additional aim was to relate salivary levels to plasma levels.

Materials and methods: We compared salivary concentrations of beta-endorphin

and substance P in 14 chronic neuropathic pain patients with concentrations in

18 healthy controls using a Luminex technology kit. Salivary-to-plasma quotients

were also calculated.

Results: We found no significant difference between the groups’ salivary

concentrations of substance P and beta-endorphin. No correlation was found

between salivary and plasma concentrations of each neuropeptide, which we

hypothesize might point to local production of beta-endorphin and/or substance P
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in the salivary glands. Given high substance P salivary-to-plasma quotients, such a

local production seems more likely for substance P than for beta-endorphin.

Conclusions: Propensity to neuropathic chronic pain was not substantiated by our

analysis of salivary levels of substance P and/or beta-endorphin. However, we

report salivary-to-plasma quotients that give potentially important physiological

insight about these neuropeptides.

Keywords: Neurology, Neuroscience

1. Introduction

Chronic pain is a widespread problem with a prevalence of 19% among the adult

population [1]. Generally speaking, the development of chronic pain can be said

to be caused by the combination of (a) events that trigger acute pain and (b) inter-

individual differences in the propensity for acute pain to develop into chronic pain

[2]. There are several well-known risk factors underlying such a propensity to

chronic pain [3]. However, no measureable biological test has hitherto been devel-

oped to predict the development of e.g. chronic post-surgical pain.

Interest in saliva as a diagnostic tool has increased over the past decades [4]. Saliva

mirrors the physiological state of the body [5, 6], molecules found in blood can also

be found in saliva [7], and sample collection and analysis is easy, non-invasive, and

relatively inexpensive [5, 8, 9, 10]. Saliva is a plasma ultra-filtrate and hence con-

tains proteins derived from blood, but it also contains proteins produced by the acini

epithelial cells in the salivary glands [5]. It is composed of>97% water, electrolytes,

immunoglobins, enzymes, and other proteins involved in different aspects of phys-

iological processes [8, 11, 12, 13].

Our group has previously shown that levels of beta-endorphin (BE) in the cerebro-

spinal fluid (CSF) of patients with chronic neuropathic pain were lower than in

healthy controls; plasma levels did not differ [14]. In the same study, we also

measured Substance P (SP). For obvious reasons, taking CSF samples is much

more complicated than taking saliva samples.

Previous studies found the concentrations of SP to be higher in saliva than in plasma

[15, 16]. It has been hypothesized that SP does not passively leak from blood to

saliva, but instead actively enters saliva by an unknown mechanism [15]. The sali-

vary glands are innervated [17], SP-neurons have been demonstrated [18], and it has

been suggested that a possible route for peptide access to saliva may be through

release from nerve terminals in and around the salivary glands [19]. Therefore, rather

than merely mirroring plasma levels, levels of salivary SP could conceptually

perhaps reflect the overall SP “tone” of the nervous system, putatively altered levels

of basal activity in the nervous system hence translating into altered saliva levels.
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The same could potentially be true of BE whose function in saliva is, if any,

currently unknown.

In the context of the on-going search for biomarkers reflecting chronic pain patho-

physiology in humans [20], one may therefore hypothesize that a putative general

propensity to chronic pain could perhaps be mirrored in altered levels of salivary

SP and/or BE in chronic pain patients. The aim of the present study was therefore

to compare the concentrations of BE and SP in saliva from chronic neuropathic

pain patients with healthy controls. An additional aim was to explore the relationship

between plasma and saliva concentrations of these neuropeptides in order to better

understand their salivary physiology.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients

All 14 pain patients included in this study were participating in a clinical trial of intra-

thecal bolus injections of the analgesic ziconotide [21]. Patients with peripheral, post-

operative/posttraumatic, neuropathic pain were invited to participate. Inclusion criteria

were 1) patient, at least 18 years of age, suffering from chronic (�6 months) pain, who

had failed on conventional pharmacological treatment; only patients with peripheral

neuropathic pain due to trauma or surgery were included; 2) Visual Analogue Scale

Pain Intensity during week before inclusion �40 mm (VASPI); 3) patient capable of

judgment, i.e. able to understand information regarding the drug, the mode of admin-

istration and evaluation of efficacy and side effects; 4) signed informed consent. Exclu-

sion criteria were 1) limited life expectancy (investigator’s judgement); 2) intrathecal

chemotherapy; 3) known or suspected intracranial hypertension; 4) known liver or kid-

ney disease, defined as serum transaminases, total bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase or

creatinine>1.2Upper Limit of Normal; 5) advanced cardio-pulmonary disease (inves-

tigator’s judgment); 6) ongoing infection,whether systemically or locally in the lumbar

area; 7) coagulopathy (including medication with warfarin, clopidogrel and heparin);

8) allergy to ziconotide or any of the excipients in the ziconotide vial; 9) history of psy-

chiatric disorders which in the investigator’s opinion would put the patient at risk; 10)

pregnant or lactating woman (menstruating women had to use contraceptives during

the trial period); 11) participation in another clinical trial during the last 30 days.

After informed consent, the following additional data were registered: basic demo-

graphic data; pain diagnosis; pain duration; present and past medical history;

concomitant medication. A physical examination was performed. Then, within a

month, the patients came back for body fluid sampling as described below.

All patients had at least probable neuropathic pain according to the criteria published

by Treede et al. [22], meaning that all had pain with a neuroanatomically plausible
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distribution (criterion 1), all had a history suggestive of a relevant lesion affecting the

somatosensory system (criterion 2), and all had congruent neurological signs (crite-

rion 3) and/or a relevant diagnostic test confirming the lesion (criterion 4). Pain di-

agnoses according to the International Classification of Diseases version 10 (ICD 10)

were as follows: 6 patients had ICD 10 code S34.2 (injury of nerve root of lumbar

and sacral spine, i.e., failed back surgery syndrome with radiculopathy), and the re-

maining 8 patients had one of the following diagnoses: S14.2 (injury of nerve root of

cervical spine), S34.3 (injury of cauda equina), S54.0 (injury of ulnar nerve), S54.9

(injury of unspecified nerve at forearm level), S74.0 (injury of sciatic nerve at hip

and thigh level), S74.1 (injury of femoral nerve at hip), S94.9 (injury of unspecified

nerve at ankle and foot level), and G62.9 (polyneuropathy).
2.2. Healthy controls

Eighteen healthy controls were recruited by local advertisement at the Faculty of

Health Sciences, Link€oping University, Sweden, and by contacting healthy subjects

from earlier studies. After informed consent, a structured interview was conducted to

ensure the absence of any significant medical condition.
2.3. Sample collection and preparation

For each subject in this study, body fluid samples were collected as follows. First,

whole saliva was gathered from subjects using a Salivette� (Sarstedt, Germany).

Samples were collected at approximately the same time point for each subject

(8.00e11.00 AM). Subjects were not allowed to have eaten within 30 minutes of

saliva collection. Subjects rinsed their mouth with water, waited 10 minutes and

placed the swab in their mouth for 3 minutes. The swab was placed back into the

Salivette and in order to minimize degradation of the proteins the samples were

kept on ice. Then, a 10 mL venous blood sample was drawn using an ethylenedia-

minetetraacetic acid tube. Each sample was immediately cooled on ice and trans-

ported to the Painomics� laboratory, Link€oping University Hospital. Salivettes

were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4 �C to extract the saliva, which yielded roughly

1 mL saliva per subject. Ocular inspection of saliva was performed to rule out blood

contamination. Saliva was then aliquoted and stored at e70 �C until analysis. Blood

samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 � g at 4 �C within 30 minutes of

blood collection; plasma was removed, aliquoted, and stored at e70 �C until

analysis.
2.4. Multiplex assay

BE and SP were quantified by using the MILLIPLEX� Map Human Neuropeptide

Magnetic Panel, HNPMAG-35 K (EMD Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA,
on.2018.e00718
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USA). This is a well-established Luminex technology kit that allows simultaneous

quantification of BE and SP in the same assay, and contains all the necessary com-

ponents (buffers, standards, and microplate) for the full assay procedure. BE and SP

were extracted from both saliva and plasma by acetonitrile method precipitation ac-

cording to the manufacturer’s manual. Fifty microliters of the saliva samples and 50

mL of extracted plasma were analyzed in the Luminex 200 instrument (Life Technol-

ogies, Invitrogen Stockholm, Sweden). The concentrations were calculated by refer-

ence to a 7-point five-parameter logistic standard curve for each substance using

MasterPlex QT 2010 (MiraiBio Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).
2.5. Statistical analysis

P� 0.05 was considered statistically significant in all tests. The IBM Statistical Pack-

age for the Social Sciences (SPSS, IBMCorporation, Somers, NY, USA) version 24.0

was used. All data are reported as median (25the75th percentiles) unless stated other-

wise. For comparisons between groups the Mann-Whitney U-test or, for categorical

data, the Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test were used. Spearman’s nonparametric

rank correlation coefficient (rs) was used for correlation analysis.When calculatingBE

quotients (BEQ) and SP quotients (SPQ) between saliva and plasma concentrations,

all calculations are based on [saliva value]/[plasma value].

As stated above, the patients were part of a clinical trial of intrathecal ziconotide, and

the saliva samples were hence collected based on “convenience”. Therefore, no pre-

study sample size calculation pertaining to salivary levels of the studied neuropep-

tides was done. However, we effectuated a two-tailed, post hoc power calculation

using the G*Power software (version 3.1.9.2) on salivary SP levels (we chose SP

because it had no missing values, as opposed to salivary BE); see Results section.
2.6. Ethics

Ethical approval was granted by the Regional Ethics Committee in Link€oping

(RECL), Sweden (Dnr M136-06 and Dnr 2012/94-32). The clinical trial, from which

patient data were derived, was conjointly approved by the Swedish Medical Products

Agency (EudraCT 2010-018920-21) and by the RECL (Dnr 2011/48-31). The clin-

ical trial was monitored by the Link€oping Academic Research Centre and was con-

ducted according to the standards of Good Clinical Practice.
3. Results

3.1. Saliva

Patients were significantly older than healthy controls, 58 (51e70) years vs 27

(22e40) years, P < 0.001. We found no correlation between age and salivary
on.2018.e00718
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BE, neither in patients (rs ¼ �0.029, P ¼ 0.923), in healthy controls (rs ¼ 0.077, P

¼ 0.793), or in all individuals taken together (rs ¼ �0.052, P ¼ 0.794). We found

no correlation between age and salivary SP, neither in patients (rs ¼ �0.130, P ¼
0.658), in healthy controls (rs ¼ 0.278, P ¼ 0.265), or in all individuals taken

together (rs ¼ �0.087, P ¼ 0.635). For other characteristics of patients and healthy

controls and comparisons between the groups, see Table 1. BE could be detected

in saliva in all patients, however it could only be detected in 14 out of 18 healthy

controls due to technical errors when analyzing these samples. SP could be de-

tected in saliva of all studied subjects. Therefore, BE saliva results are based on

14 patients and 14 controls, whereas SP saliva results are based on 14 patients

and 18 controls.

BE levels in saliva did not differ between groups (235 (183e371) pg/mL in patients

vs 245 (162e779) pg/mL in healthy controls, P ¼ 0.435) (Fig. 1). Likewise, SP

levels in saliva did not differ between groups (21 (15e27) pg/mL in patients vs

32 (18e39) pg/mL in healthy controls, P¼ 0.111) (Fig. 2). When excluding patients

on opioids, no differences were found between BE and SP levels in patients and

healthy controls (BE 221 (170e374) pg/mL vs 245 (162e779) pg/mL, respectively,

P ¼ 0.529; SP 25 (12e32) pg/mL vs 32 (18e39) pg/mL, respectively, P ¼ 0.237).

Likewise, when excluding patients on tricyclics or duloxetine, no differences were
Table 1. Characteristics of patients and healthy controls.

Patients Healthy Controls Statistics

(N [ 14) (N [ 18) P value

Age in years 58 (51e70) 27 (22e44) <0.001*

Sex (% female) 36 39 1.000

Pain intensity at inclusiona 70 (59e79) 0 <0.001*

Pain duration in months 69 (38e120) 0 <0.001*

Opioid doseb 0 (0e75) 0 0.007*

On opioids (%) 36 0 0.010*

On tricyclics or duloxetine (%) 29 0 0.028*

On gabapentinoids (%) 29 0 0.028*

On paracetamolc (%) 50 0 0.001*

On NSAIDc,d (%) 7 0 0.438

Note: Data are presented as median (25the75th percentiles) except for percentages. Furthest to the right is
the result of the statistical comparisons between patients and healthy controls. * denotes statistically sig-
nificant group differences.
a Patients were asked to grade their average pain intensity for the last week on a visual analogue scale
0e100 mm (VASPI), whereas pain status in healthy controls was investigated by means of an extensive
structured interview. All controls were free of pain.
b In oral morphine equivalents, mg/day.
c Excluding treatment “as needed.”
d NSAID ¼ non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug.
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Fig. 1. Beta-endorphin (BE) in saliva, in pg/mL. Median values are represented by horizontal lines, and

the interquartile ranges by boxes. The ends of the whiskers represent minimum and maximum values and

dots represent outliers. There was no difference between salivary concentrations of BE in patients

compared to healthy controls (P ¼ 0.435).
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found between BE and SP levels in patients and healthy controls (BE 241 (183e371)

pg/mL vs 245 (162e779) pg/mL, respectively, P¼ 0.682; SP 21 (18e31) pg/mL vs

32 (18e39) pg/mL, respectively, P ¼ 0.250).

For all subjects taken together, we found a significant correlation between the levels

of BE and SP in saliva (rs ¼ 0.602, P ¼ 0.001). A higher significant correlation was

found between salivary BE and SP in healthy controls (rs ¼ 0.741, P ¼ 0.002) than
Fig. 2. Substance P (SP) in saliva, in pg/mL. Median values are represented by horizontal lines, and the

interquartile ranges by boxes. The ends of the whiskers represent minimum and maximum values and

dots represent outliers. There was no difference between salivary concentrations of SP in patients

compared to healthy controls (P ¼ 0.111).
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chronic neuropathic pain patients (circles) and healthy controls (triangles). All values are in pg/mL.
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in patients (rs ¼ 0.305, P ¼ 0.288) (Fig. 3). In patients, there was no correlation be-

tween pain VASPI and BE or SP, respectively, and there was no correlation between

pain duration and BE or SP, respectively (data not shown).
3.2. Relationship between saliva and plasma levels

For plasma, BE and SP could be detected in all controls. However, BE and SP in

plasma could only be detected in 12 out of 14 patients due to technical errors

when analyzing these samples. BEQ was therefore calculated in 12 patients and

14 controls, and SPQ was calculated in 12 patients and 18 controls. Plasma levels

(but not their relationship to salivary levels) have previously been published and

are therefore not repeated here [14].

There was no correlation between saliva and plasma levels of BE (rs ¼ 0.197, P ¼
0.334); this was also the case when looking at each group separately (data not

shown). Likewise, there was no correlation between saliva and plasma levels of

SP (rs ¼ e0.077, P ¼ 0.687); this was also the case when looking at each group

separately (data not shown).

BEQ did not differ between patients and healthy controls (0.28 (0.17e0.47) vs 0.44

(0.22e0.64), respectively, P ¼ 0.280), and neither did SPQ (1.87 (0.84e2.80) vs

2.08 (1.19e3.03), respectively, P ¼ 0.611) (Table 2, and Figs. 4 and 5). For all sub-

jects taken together (i.e., patients and healthy controls together) BEQ and SPQ were

0.35 (0.18e0.54) and 2.00 (1.09e2.95), respectively.
on.2018.e00718
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Table 2. Quotients between saliva and plasma concentrations of beta-endorphin

(BEQ) and substance P (SPQ).

Variables Patients Healthy controls Statistics

P value

BEQa 0.28 (0.17e0.47) 0.44 (0.22e0.64) 0.280

SPQb 1.87 (0.84e2.80) 2.08 (1.19e3.03) 0.611

All quotients are based on [saliva value]/[plasma value] and are expressed as median (25the75th

percentiles).
These deviations from the original n:s are due to missing values for either BE or SP in either saliva or
plasma, which in turn were caused by technical errors during analysis.
a For BEQ, calculations are based on patients, n ¼ 12 and healthy controls, n ¼ 14.
b For the SPQ, calculations are based on patients, n ¼ 12 and healthy controls, n ¼ 18.

Fig. 4. Boxplots of beta-endorphin quotients (BEQ). Quotients between the groups did not differ (P ¼
0.280).
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For all subjects taken together, we found a significant correlation between BEQ and

SPQ (rs ¼ 0.391, P ¼ 0.048); looking at each group separately, we found a better

correlation in healthy controls than in patients (rs ¼ 0.626, P ¼ 0.017, and rs ¼
e0.007, P ¼ 0.983, respectively).
3.3. Post hoc power calculation

Mean salivary SP was 29 pg/mL in healthy controls. A post hoc power calculation

showed that our sample size had a power of 88% to detect a difference between

groups of at least 14.5 pg/mL (i.e., an increase or decrease of 50% in mean SP of

patients compared with controls) at a pooled standard deviation of 12.5 pg/mL

and alpha ¼ 0.05.
on.2018.e00718
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order to make interpretation easier.
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4. Discussion

Although several previous studies have investigated neuropeptide levels in CSF and

plasma in various chronic pain conditions [14, 23, 24, 25], fewer have investigated

neuropeptide levels in saliva [16, 26]. To the best of our knowledge, no previous

study has investigated both salivary BE and SP levels in saliva and in plasma

from chronic neuropathic pain patients.
4.1. Salivary levels of BE and SP did not differ between groups

The primary finding in our study was that there was no difference between the

groups’ salivary peptide levels. Considering that SP is pro-nociceptive, it seems to

make sense to hypothesize that chronic pain patients would have a general tendency

towards higher SP levels. However, our current study shows that salivary SP was not

elevated in patients.

Previous studies on the levels of salivary SP in chronic pain patients report conflict-

ing results. One study found decreased levels of salivary SP in patients with chronic

back pain syndromes [26], while others have shown higher levels of salivary SP in

patients with chronic migraine [16]. Also, when looking at other body fluids such as

CSF, the results are conflicting. One study reported lower levels of SP in CSF of

chronic neuropathic pain patients [23], another showed a non-significant trend to-

wards lower SP levels in patients [14], yet others have reported elevated levels of

SP in CSF of patients with fibromyalgia [24, 25]. Similarly, when looking at plasma,

findings are inconsistent. One study reported elevated levels of SP in plasma of pa-

tients with chronic migraine [16], and another reported no difference in SP levels
on.2018.e00718
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between controls and patients with chronic tension-type headache [27]. It is possible

that different chronic pain syndromes may be characterized by different combina-

tions of increased or decreased protein concentrations in different body fluids, re-

flecting possible pathophysiological differences across different chronic pain

conditions.

Salivary BE did not differ between groups in the present study. To the best of our

knowledge, there is no other comparable study measuring salivary BE in chronic

pain patients.
4.2. Salivary and plasma levels do not correlate, but we report
interesting quotients

Because we found no correlation between plasma and saliva levels, we hypothesize

that a substantial part of BE and SP found in saliva may be a result of production in

the salivary glands, rather than the peptides being merely an ultra-filtrate from sys-

temic circulation. However, our results are not in line with the findings of Jang et al

[16] who found a significant correlation between plasma and saliva levels of SP. Of

course, both mechanisms (i.e. ultrafiltration from plasma and direct local production

in the salivary glands) may be at work simultaneously.

In general, saliva contains low concentrations of analytes [13], i.e. roughly a quarter

of the protein concentration found in blood [4, 6]. From that perspective, our SPQ

findings point to a significant production of SP in the salivary glands. This hypoth-

esis is strengthened by the fact that the salivary glands are innervated [17], which

may further point to a local salivary gland production of SP. The specific salivary

roles of SP and BE, if any, remain elusive and more research is needed.
4.3. Correlations between salivary SP and salivary BE

We found a strong significant correlation between salivary BE and SP, and an even

stronger correlation between salivary BE and SP in healthy controls than in chronic

pain patients, the latter correlation being not significant. This is of interest from a

physiological perspective as it may indicate that these peptides, in their physiological

state, exist in a structured relationship to each other, an order that appears to become

deranged when a person suffers from chronic neuropathic pain. This line of

reasoning is strengthened by the fact that we could show a significant correlation be-

tween BEQ and SPQ in healthy controls but not in patients.
4.4. Limitations

A major limitation of this study is that patients were significantly older than healthy

controls. Even though we could not find any correlation between age and the studied
on.2018.e00718
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neuropeptides, this limitation has to be acknowledged. In future studies, it will be

important to age-match participants in order to eliminate age as a possible

confounder.

This study has some other limitations as well. Our study consisted of a small sample

population which may have impacted the statistical significance in our calculations,

perhaps indicating a type II error, i.e. a lack of “power”, not least for detecting subtle

differences between groups (our post hoc power analysis notwithstanding). More-

over, the findings in this pilot study are based on a single measurement time point;

the baseline variation within individuals needs to be investigated by multiple saliva

samplings in future studies. Further, concomitant medicines are possible con-

founders which must be accounted for. However, we did not find any difference be-

tween groups when excluding patients prescribed opioids (n ¼ 5) or tricyclics/

duloxetine (n ¼ 4), indicating that concomitant treatment with these drugs does

not seem to affect the concentrations of salivary BE or SP.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we found no differences between the groups’ salivary concentrations

of BE and SP. However, the present study gives new, potentially important physio-

logical information about how the salivary and plasma concentrations of SP and BE

relate to each other. Salivary BE and SP do not hence seem to be indicators of neuro-

pathic chronic pain propensity, but future more sophisticated studies could perhaps

relate salivary levels of these neuropeptides to, e.g., conditioned pain modulation

[28] or quantitative sensory testing data in order to perhaps predict the development

of chronic pain after surgery [29].
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